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ABOUT THE PAPER

This paper is created to help educators overcome stress and miscommunication related issues 
at class, provide tools to increase engagement of students into learning, so to raise their interest to 
learn, and create trustful and safe co-operation environment to help class and teacher as well, cope 
with negative emotions, conflicts and assure better team work.

The paper is the intellectual output of EU funded ERASMUS plus project “Health Credu”, which is 
taking care of solutions to make learning environment safer, healthier and more engaging.

We believe that current issues which are faced by educators at class are not related to their lack 
of knowledge in the field, but lack of skills to apply it in certain situations. Systematic approach is 
needed to help transform knowledge into action. 

Therefore, this paper is going to give a systematic view on and help awake the skills needed, as 
well as offer tools to support desired changes at class or generally at their work.

The European Commission’s support for the production of this publication does not 
constitute an endorsement of the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, 
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the 
information contained therein.
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ABOUT THE 
METHODOLOGY

Methodology proved is not a tool to identify and change macro conditions like amount of work 
for teachers, educational system, social - economical and family status related determinants of stu-
dent’s behavior at class, or poor decision making from the administration of school. 

It will help, however, to make changes on the personal educator’s level and improve abilities to 
cope with or prevent difficulties which appear during provision of teaching. 

Methodology provided in this paper is based on experiential learning which means learning 
through reflection on doing.  

Doing and reflecting raise awareness and give broader understanding of the cause of tough situ-
ations, so enable teachers to see more options for solution of problems they face.

Reading and practicing of the learning material provided in this paper will involve educators in to 
deeper self-understanding, self-reflection and necessity to review their beliefs about how teaching 
must be provided and how students must behave.

 

THE STRUCTURE OF EACH TOPIC IN A CHAPTER HAS FOLLOWING PARTS:

• Definition of a topic, most recent application in practice.
• Tool to proceed with self-assessment on current understanding of the topic and its usage 

at current work, as well as identify steps to improve if needed.  
• Video content to support better understanding of the topic.
• Exercise to practice individually or in pairs.

Thus, please prepare for bigger amount of practical work (thinking, writing, discussing) than read-
ing and be ready to fulfil tasks provided. Some tasks are for individual execution, some require 
other person (colleague, family member, a friend or any person interested in helping teacher) to be 
involved and give teacher a feedback.

Methodology is divided into three chapters: TEACHER AS A COACH (to help teacher establish ef-
fective communication at class), MINDFULNESS TECHNICS for teachers and class (to cope with and 
prevent stress and emotional overloads), PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT OF CONFLICTS in the 
class.

At the end of each chapter self-assessment test is provided to check if topics were understood 
correctly. 

Test results are provided, and correct answers are described in the video after each test.
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1st CHAPTER 

TEACHER AS A COACH

To help teacher establish effective communication at class.

1.1 COACHING IS INSPIRATIONAL METHOD OF EDUCATION

There are different myths which are often spread among teachers when they hear the word 
“coaching”. In most recent cases coaching is considered to be a kind of - pushing forward no matter 
what - technique. Sometimes it is associated with leadership and motivation which is hardly applica-
ble to daily teacher’s work but is more common in business or sports world.

Coaching however must be understood firstly as a tool to help a person or group of persons grow: 
in skills, abilities, knowledge, results, personal life, work, study and so on. If applied properly, coach-
ing is about effectiveness of self-learning with a help of another person.

The practical application of coaching comes from sports. Sport trainers needed additional tools to 
help their highly skilled sportsmen to improve further. It was applied in those cases, when the skills 
of the trainer were at the same level as sportsman’s and knowledge and experience of the trainer 
could not enrich sportsman’s ability to grow further in results. Coaching technique helped sports 
trainers to continue teaching and helping sport masters to improve, even though trainer was not 
more experienced than the sport master.

By the way, the routes of coaching are very ancient and related to educational method called “So-
cratic questioning”. More on this, please search on Wikipedia.

Why it works? Please, find Graphic 1. It shows the areas coaching technique has best influences.

PLEASE THINK:

• What is so unusual about 
the graphic you see?

• What is the first resist-
ible thought you caught 
looking at the graphic? 

• What could become ben-
eficial to add to your cur-
rent teaching technique?

Graphic 1. Impact of coaching

COACHING AWERENESS

ACTION

RESULTS

TEACHING
CONSULTING
MENTORING

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socratic_questioning
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Teaching is a way to transform knowledge from one person to another. Coaching is way to help 
person discover the knowledge by him/herself. In another words: coaching helps become aware of 
which knowledge he/she lacks, why this knowledge is needed, and what for. It helps a person to take 
responsibility for acceptance of knowledge.

PLEASE COMPARE:

Please think, what is so inspirational about the proposed? You don’t find it inspirational or possi-
ble? Talk to one or several students, what would they think about it?

“SOCRATIC QUESTIONING” TOOL TO RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT THE TOPIC 
(to achieve best results, please write answers on the paper)

 
            0               10 
                   

• Please mark the value of how your teaching process is currently addressing awareness of the 
students about the knowledge you are transforming to them. “0”’ mark means awareness is 
not addressed at all, “10” mark means students are absolutely conscious about knowledge you 
want to transform.

• How would you describe the mark, why this particular mark is given?
• Why not one mark lower?
• Why not one mark higher?
• Which mark would you expect to have after you apply this method?
• How will you understand that you are improving, what will be the signs the mark is getting 

higher?
• How students will understand that your teaching process helps them become more aware 

about the knowledge you want them to get?
• What would be the small step forward for you?
• When are you going to do it?
• Pick the person you could share now your intention with to make the before named small step 

and the time you are going to start. Ask him to be your mirror, a reminder and evaluator.
• What shall you do, that this person shall give you great feed-back at the end?
• Which benefits can you see in the exercise after you finished it?

Teacher needs the students to learn
certain topic 

VS

Students need to learn certain topic

Teacher describes the topic and expects 
students to give right answers

VS

Students find information about the topic 
in their own way and ask each other about 

it, teacher moderates the process

01 02
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SUPPORTING  VIDEO

Please watch supporting video here                       

Coaching is inspiring method of education. 

 

EXERCISE 
FOR DEVELOPING NEW SKILLS

MY BEST TEACHER OF LIFE
You will need to write down your thoughts.
  

1. Please think of one person from the years of all your life, who made biggest impact on you.

2. How did you feel being next to that person?

3. What did this person do, that you felt that way being with that person?

4. What do you do from those what that person did to you, when you are with other people? 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iS8iMqghl1Y&feature=youtu.be
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1.2 CREATION OF TRUSTFUL RELASHIONSHIPS WITH STUDENTS

WHAT PEOPLE DO YOU USUALLY TRUST?

THINK OF ONE OR TWO?

WHY DO YOU TRUST THEM?

How would you define trust? We propose the following meaning: we trust person, because we are 
not afraid to show our disadvantages to him, we feel safe even when that person sees our negative 
parts of personality, the person simply accepts our mistakes and does not judge us when we do not 
want him to.  It is obvious, we seek to stay longer next to this kind of person, we feel respect and a 
will to learn from him or her.

1. How this person succeeds to be that kind?

2. What features must he or she have to secure our feeling of self-esteem?

One of the most probable reasons is – the person simply believes in us and is not looking for our 
mistakes to enlighten and propose us what to do. The person knows, we can handle all our problems 
and mistakes, but first we need to become aware of them, accept them and become ready to solve 
them.

Such an attitude reasonably balances the opposite, which is related to instruction giving and en-
quiring for people to correct their mistakes.

It is possible to develop this kind of direction in our attitude towards people we want to help. 
But first we need to be sure that we trust ourselves. It would mean the same attitude to your own 
mistakes. Most recently people become overdemanding to others when they feel too many expec-
tations to themselves. And when those expectations are not fulfilled, disappointment transforms 
into overexaggerated demanding. It happens again and again, and we become persons, who can’t 
see small positive changes in the behaviour of others, results etc. It creates a picture of ineffective 
world around us and provides more disappointment, because finally we feel guilt for not being able 
to change something.

 

The Graphics 2 & 3 explain two possible scenarios of people behaviour when we demonstrate to 
them different attitudes described above.
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PLEASE THINK:

• What would be your own scenario of people’s reaction on your trust?
• What will you use in your practice from the both scenarios presented?

Graphic 2. Scenario of people’s reaction 
on our mistrust 

Graphic 3. Scenario of people’s reaction 
when we trust them

I AM AFRAID OF MY 
MISTAKE

I ACCEPT MY MIS-
TAKES

FOR WHAT PEOPLE 
THINK ABOUT ME

I AM CURIUOS FOR 
OTHER PEOPLE

I WRONGLY UNDERSTAND OTHER 
PEOPLE’S REACTIONS ON ME

I AM READY TO HELP

I TRY TO HIDE THEM
I CARE TOO MUCH 

I ACCEPT OTHER 
PEOPLE’S MISTAKES

I FORGET TO PAY AT-
TENTION TO OTHER 
PERSON’S FEELINGS

I KNOW REASONS 
OF OTHER PERSON’S 

FEELINGS

I GET NERVOUS
I BELIEVE THEY KNOW HOW TO 

DEAL WITH THEIR MISTAKES

I TRY TO FIGHT BACK I TRY TO FIGHT BACK

PEOPLE TRY TO RESIST ME

(unrespectful students’ behavior, 
arguments, provoking dialogues)

PEOPLE COME BACK TO ME
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“SOCRATIC QUESTIONING” TOOL TO RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT THE TOPIC 
(to achieve best results, please write answers on the paper)

 
            0               10 
                   

• Please mark the value of how do you provide trust during teaching process?  “0”’ mark means 
no trust is present, “10” mark means your have created perfect trustful relationships with your 
students (if you wish, pick one class to study).

• How would you describe the mark, why this particular mark is given?

• Why not one mark lower?

• Why not one mark higher?

• Which mark would you expect to have?

• How will you understand that you are improving, what will be the signs the mark is getting 
higher?

• How students will understand that your trust in them is getting higher?

• What would be the small step forward for you?

• When are you going to do it?

• Pick the person you could share now your intention with to make the before named small step 
and the time you are going to start. Ask him or her to be your mirror, a reminder and evaluator.

• What shall you do, that this person shall give you great feed-back at the end?

• Which benefits can you see in the exercise after you finished it?
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SUPPORTING VIDEO

Please watch supporting video here                       

Trustful relationships with students.

 

EXERCISE 
 FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR 

OWN VALUES

GATE KEEPER
You will need to write down your thoughts. 

1. Please write down many features that characterize you, it can be related to any part of your 
outer and inner personality.

2. Imagine, you pass the gates where gate keeper asks you to give him 30 per cent (count real 
30% not one third) of your features to be able to pass through. You will never get those fea-
tures back. Please choose those, which are most far from your real personality.

3. Now you must pass another gate, and keeper asks for another batch of features. Please choose 
from what was left another portion making the same amount you gave the first keeper.

4. There is the third gate and it requires the same action from what is left. Give the keeper an-
other same quantity pack of futures forever.

5. You will have only 10% left after all three gates passed. These 10% are those which are most 
valuable to you.

6. Find a person to share these. Talk to him and tell him:

Which features were most difficult to give to the keepers?

Which features are most important for you as a teacher?

Which of the features you can use to create better teaching?

What have you discovered about yourself?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfPhPZrHUy4&feature=youtu.be
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1.3 DELEGATION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LEARNING TO STUDENTS

Who is responsible for learning at school? Teacher, students, parents, available equipment, ed-
ucational program? Somebody must take responsibility, otherwise the learning will only float as a 
boat without sail. One may say – it is a complex of all, each having certain influence. 

However, distribution of responsibility among all the mentioned parts makes no sense in terms 
of our impact – we cannot influence most of the listed determinants by ourselves:  parents, available 
equipment, educational program, even students in most cases. Will that mean we can’t improve 
learning?

Certainly, we can. We must find simpler approach to distribution of responsibility during the 
learning process. First – please let us agree – teacher is not only providing teaching – he must learn 
together with his students. Not the subject itself, but the process of how teaching and learning is 
taking place and how to improve it.

Coming back to the idea of simplifying the distribution of responsibility to limit it only to those 
parts of learning process which we can make impact on, let’s define who is who. More clearly what 
students are responsible for, and what teacher is responsible for?

IF WE APPLY COACHING APPROACH THE ANSWER IS:

STUDENTS MUST BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE RESULTS OF LEARNING,
TEACHER MUST BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PROCESS OF LEARNING.

PLEASE THINK IT DEEPER:

• How responsibility is distributed among you and your students at your current classes?

• What would you change?

• What benefits may it bring to your work at class?
 

Clear distribution of responsibility makes for both parts it easier to understand their tasks, create 
their own way of learning and clearly evaluate the results.  In many cases, however, teachers become 
burned out because they are not sure if they do their job right.  It is related to overestimated expec-
tations and evaluations based only on the results of learning when students get their marks, average 
scores, yearly marks.

Therefore, often teachers feel dependent on the results, so they take responsibility for the marks 
of students. Why then students would have to care for their marks, if they know, teacher has high de-
pendency and teacher will do everything the students would achieve those results. In other words: 
why should I try hard, if somebody will do it for me? More to that, students start to manipulate the 
teacher’s dependency and demonstrate low respect, they fight back, they behave poorly, just be-
cause they know – it’s teacher, who wants me to learn, so let teacher learn for me, I do not need it to 
do myself.
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So, two major conditions lead to low or no responsibility for learning outcomes and low engage-
ment into the learning process among students:

Low awareness about the need of learning – “must learn” is a primary command, having no rela-
tion to benefits of learning, except commonly known and most often given to students – “you must 
learn to pass the exam, enter university and get good job”. It has no relation to their real life at the 
current moment. Why then they should care about it? Solution – help students find connection of 
learning to their current life.

Responsibility for learning and outcomes often being taken by the teacher, because he needs the 
marks to be higher, as it will show the value of his teaching, as he thinks. Solution – name and cher-
ish other values than final mark of your teaching. Let (not give) students take responsibility for their 
learning outcomes and be sure you organize learning process in the best way you can. Ones this will 
be done, you will see your students’ results getting higher, so you will not worry about bad results 
and praise yourself.

 
The Graphic 4 explains different impacts on learning and outcomes when it comes to different 

levels of responsibility among students.

Graphic 4. Different impacts and outcomes on learning

STUDENTS TOLD THEY 
MUST LEARN

STUDENTS UNDERSTAND 
THEIR NEED TO LEARN

LOW AWARENESS 
LEVEL

HIGH AWARENESS 
LEVEL

RESPONSIBILITY IS 
FORCED BY OTHERS 
(TEACHER, PARENTS)

RESPONSIBILITY IS 
ASSUMED

BULLYING

EFFECTIVE LEARNING, HIGH 
OUTCOMES, CREATIVE THINKING, 
INTEREST TO LEARN, THANKFUL 

FEELINGS TO TEACHER, BUT OFTEN 
EXPERIENCES BULLYING

LOW CONCENTRATION, LOW LEVEL 
OF PERCEPTION OF KNOWLEDGE, 

OFTEN AVOIDING LEARNING, 
RESISTANT BEHAVIOUR

TEACHER SPENDS MUCH TIME 
AND ENERGY TO OVERCOME 

RESISTANCE AND MAKE 
OUTCOMES HIGHER

TEACHER LACKS TIME TO DEVOTE 
TO EFFECTIVE STUDENTS, 

SPENDS ENERGY ON BULLYING 
SOLUTIONS, BURNS OUT
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“SOCRATIC QUESTIONING” TOOL TO RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT THE TOPIC 
(to achieve best results, please write answers on the paper)

 
            0               10 
                   

• Please mark the value of how do you delegate responsibility for outcomes to students during 
teaching process? “0”’ mark means responsibility is not delegated, “10” mark means full re-
sponsibility is delegated to students.

• How would you describe the mark, why this particular mark is given?

• Why not one mark lower?

• Why not one mark higher?

• Which mark would you expect to have?

• How will you understand that you are improving, what will be the signs the mark is getting 
higher?

• How students will understand that they need to take more responsibility?

• What would be the small step forward for you?

• When are you going to do it?

• Pick the person you could share now your intention with to make the before named small step 
and the time you are going to start. Ask him or her to be your mirror, a reminder and evaluator.

• What shall you do, that this person shall give you great feed-back at the end?

• Which benefits can you see in the exercise after you finished it?
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SUPPORTING  VIDEO

Please watch supporting video here                       

Delegation of responsibility to students

 

EXERCISE 
FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR ATTITUDE

DISNEY MODEL
Please execute in pair (find another person to lead you).
  
PLEASE WORK WITH THE STATEMENT:

“I am teacher who trusts my students, and they trust me, - teacher, who delegates 
responsibility for learning outcomes to students, and they are ready to take it, I organize 
teaching process as best as I can”.

You can divide this long statement into separate parts and work with each of them separately.

Questions to work with. Please ask partner to ask you the following questions about the state-
ment or part of it and write down your answers:

1. You have three persons inside of you, who help make decisions: critic, realist, pessimist. Whose 
opinion you would like to ask first? What is his opinion about the statement or a part of it?

2. Who is next in the queue to answer you?

3. What does the last third person of yours (critic, realist, pessimist) think about it?

4. Whose opinion you are likely to support?

5. Why?

6. What decision are you going to make?

7. When?

8. How you can praise yourself after having done this exercise? 

9. What else?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q79lEf7yTVU&feature=youtu.be
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1.4 POWER OF POSITIVE FEED-BACK

There are many ways to provide feed-back. It is important how we do that. 

From the point of coaching method, each feed-back must contain educational value and increase 
awareness, which help student to find more options in his self-estimation. Most common option 
students are usually stuck with – is score. What is educational value of the score? How does it help to 
become aware of what is really an outcome of a learning? 

Correctly given feed-back may help student identify broader conception of his learning outcomes, 
so, find more reasons for positive self-evaluation. The more reasons to praise himself a student 
finds, the more secure he feels and readiness to learn grows.

Coaching method helps teacher to secure learners’ emotional safety, which directly impacts his 
or her ability to perceive what teacher is saying. Students are more likely to become attentive during 
lessons when they find it as a source of positive emotions. 

And on the contrary, if learning process is linked to previous negative experience, related to an 
act of failure, conflict or shame, it may strengthen student’s defensive behaviour and considerably 
reduce quality of learning. Positive feed-back may help fix that.

 
PLEASE COMPARE TWO DIFFERENT FEED-BACK EXAMPLES:

Which of the examples is most common in your daily work?

Which, from your point of view, is more likely to help the student get better with the subject?

The first example demonstrates directive (instructional) way of providing feed-back. “Pushing” is 
a right word to describe it. This way of encouragement is acceptable and may bring positive results 
only in the case when student is highly motivated for the kind of teachers’ support and asks a teach-
er for kind of pushing forward. In most other cases teacher will fail to help student get better.

The second example is about indirective (supportive) feed-backing. It helps student to focus what 
he or she is doing good. The speech of the teacher in the example No 2 lets student become aware of:

• first – the teacher appreciates him despite of a worse average score, 
• second – he (student) really does good with the subject, only the tests are spoiling the average 

score. 

01 02

Teacher is saying to a student:

“Your average score of my subject is get-
ting low. I would like you to concentrate and 
make it better. Look, how your classmates 
are doing good. It’s not so difficult to find an-
other half an hour a day to practice. Will you 
do that? Would you like me talking to your 
parents? Do they know about your scores?”

Teacher is saying to student:

“I am concerned about your average score 
of my subject. I can see you spend more time 
for preparation, and you are doing much 
better during the lesson. But when it comes 
to tests, something going wrong. Have you 
thought about it? What your classmates think 
about the test difficulty? Please tell me if I 
could help you somehow.” 
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TEACHER HAS GOOD EXPE-
RIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE 
IN THE SUBJECT OF STU-

DENT’S ISSUE

It prevents student from self-disappointment based only on the results and makes improvement 
to be seeing as possible and even want it.

Please study graphic No. 5 for visualization of recommended different feed-back strategies de-
pending on the student’s level of awareness about his need for help.

Graphic 5. Feed-backing strate-
gies and results to be expected

TIME RESOURCES ARE 
LIMITED OR/AND STUDENT 
IS MORE LIKELY TO EXPECT 

AN ADVISE AND ACT

TIME RESOURCES ARE 
ENOUGH AND/OR STUDENT 

IS MORE LIKELY CAPABLE 
FOR SELF-REFLECTION

TEACHER HAS TO ASSURE 
TIME RESOURCES TEACHER 
HAS TO ENGAGE STUDENT 

IN SELF-REFLECTION

STUDENT WILL COME 
BACK FOR ADVICE AGAIN

STUDENT IS READY TO 
LEARN FROM HIS MISTAKES

ONE WAY OF FEED-BACK 
IS RECOMMENDED

INDIRECTIVE (SUPPORTIVE) 
FEED-BACK

INDIRECTIVE (SUPPORTIVE) 
FEED-BACK

OPEN QUESTIONS AND 
POSITIVE FEED-BACK EN-
COURAGES STUDENT TO 
SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS

STUDENT FEELS ABILITY 
TO COPE WITH HIS ISSUE

ADVICES GIVEN BY THE 
TEACHER HELP STUDENT 

SEE SOLUTIONS AND 
WANT TO TEST THEM

STUDENT FEELS 
TEACHER’S CARE

STUDENT IS NOT 
EXPECTING FEED-BACK

STUDENT IS NOT AWARE 
OF HIS NEED IN HELP, 
TEACHER IS SURE THE 
STUDENT NEEDS HELP

TWO STRATEGIES 
POSSIBLE

STUDENT IS EXPECTING 
FEED-BACK

STUDENT IS AWARE OF 
HIS NEED IN HELP

DIRECTIVE (INSTRUC-
TIONAL) FEED-BACK

TEACHER HAS GOOD 
SKILLS IN SOCRATIVE 

QUESTIONNING 
(COACHING)
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“SOCRATIC QUESTIONING” TOOL TO RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT THE TOPIC 
(to achieve best results, please write answers on the paper)

 
            0               10 
                   

• Please mark the value of how do you provide feedback to students?  “0”’ mark means feedback 
is solely instructional type, “10” feedback is very supportive type .

• How would you describe the mark, why this particular mark is given?

• Why not one mark lower?

• Why not one mark higher?

• Which mark would you expect to have?

• How will you understand that you are improving, what will be the signs the mark is getting 
higher?

• How students will understand that they your feedback is useful to them?

• What would be the small step forward for you?

• When are you going to do it?

• Pick the person you could share now your intention with to make the before named small step 
and the time you are going to start. Ask him or her to be your mirror, a reminder and evaluator.

• What shall you do, that this person shall give you great feed-back at the end?

• Which benefits can you see in the exercise after you finished it?
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SUPPORTING  VIDEO

Please watch supporting video here                       

Importance of feed back

EXERCISE 
 FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF IMPACT 

THAT FEEDBACK MAY PROVIDE

HOT CHAIR
Please execute in a team of 3-4 people.
  
Please choose which person first sits on a “hot chair”. This person must turn his back towards the 

rest. Others are sitting in a circle behind the back of a hot chair person. They sit close enough to each 
other and that person, so that he/she could hear what they are talking about.

The people who are not on the hot chair must talk to each other about that person. The talks must 
be related to any positive side or feature of a person.  No critics or advises are allowed. The person 
who is on the hot chair can’t provide any interruption to a process. He or she shall feel like being 
outside the room and hearing through the doors the people talking about him or her.  The process 
ends when people in a circle feel they don’t have anything else to discuss.

The hot chair is occupied by the next person, so the switch is done until all team members “taste” 
the hot chair.

Questions for reflection in a group at the end of exercise:

• What was more difficult – to talk about hot chair person or be him/her? Why?

• What was so unusual about the process?

• How this can be used in any other environments?

• When are you going to use it?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLBeUiUIo-Q&feature=youtu.be
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1.5 ENCOURAGING HEALTHY HABITS

In their review of the evidence, the WHO summarizes that “Overall child health status positively 
affects educational performance and attainment.” (link to the entire document:
https://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/134671/e94805.pdf). 

The following are the main findings of the aforesaid paper, which may help teachers to rethink 
their own health behaviour, contribute to the changes in the social-emotional and physical environ-
ment at school and enhance learning efficiency:

The negative effect of smoking or poor nutrition on educational outcomes is greater than that of 
alcohol consumption or drug use

Physical exercise has a significant positive impact on academic performance 

Obesity and being overweight are negatively associated with educational outcomes

Sleeping disorders can hinder academic performance  

Anxiety and depression have a significant effect on educational outcomes

Another research posted on the Aspen Institute Project Play website showed how physical activity 
may significantly impact the academic results of children. Please see Graphics 6 below.

 

Graphic 6. Active Kids Do Better in Life
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According to the diagram, children who are physically active from their childhood have up to 40% 
higher test scores. 

Acting as a coach, a teacher can first act as a positive role model for students, parents, and the 
community. Students observe what their teacher says and does very carefully. Any differences be-
tween the teacher’s words and his/her actions are picked up quickly. In other words, students learn 
by watching and copying the behaviour of others. As a result, the social and health behaviour of 
teachers makes an impact on social and health behaviour of students and may lead to better or 
poorer learning outcomes. 

In this chapter, the teacher’s position as a coach is deeply described to enhance positive social 
behaviour and efficient teaching-learning relationship.  A teacher who makes healthy choices, includ-
ing healthy eating habits and regular physical activity, can have a good influence on the health of 
the students and others, and most importantly, on oneself. By choosing to eat healthy foods and be 
physically active, teachers will find themselves more alert and energetic, smiling frequently, experi-
encing improved memory skills and feeling generally better about themselves. It will contribute to a 
more positive psychological state and ability to cope with stressful situations, as well as manage the 
teaching and learning process in the most efficient way. 

Schools can do many things to support healthy behaviour among the whole school community. 
Most obvious are the ones related to healthy food and physical activity policies. In fact, these are 
quite often the toughest ones to assure and manage. It takes a long time as well for the policies to be 
implemented and, what is most important, it takes a lot of strength and will for the school managers 
to achieve this. In many cases, a teacher is not able to force the process or influence it more. Despite 
this, teachers can still make healthy choices by themselves and contribute to positive modelling at 
least in class.

 The following are several simple ideas how teachers can contribute to healthy behaviour model-
ling in class:

• Packing a healthy lunch and taking the time to eat it

• Providing healthy snacks at school and staff functions (staff meetings, parent-teacher inter-
views, etc.)

• Using non-food rewards (pencils, skipping ropes) instead of sweets

• Walking rapidly during yard duty

• Joining in the activities during physical education classes, recess, or lunchtime

• Taking activity breaks during classes

• Supporting physical activity opportunities during and after school

• Sharing their physical activity interests with students.

If aligned with the school policies, teachers could incorporate healthy lifestyle education across 
daily curriculum.  It would help to transition the personal teacher’s experience and lifestyle to stu-
dents.  Chapter 2 provides specific information on promotion of healthy eating and regular physical 
activity among students during classes. 
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1.6 THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY

Teachers shall not be the only ones to carry on the responsibility for teaching healthy habits to 
children. However, as discussed above, school policies and priorities may not always be in the same 
line to help teachers. Other community members may assist in such a case.  Parents can help chil-
dren make healthy decisions. Parents work in different areas and may become a bridge to create 
partnerships between school and their working places, for instance with local food growers, sport-
ing clubs, libraries and so on. Teachers would be recommended to invite people from the partner-
ship organizations to continue sending  messages to students about healthy choice and the role of 
regular physical activity as well as other aspects of the healthy lifestyle.

Unfortunately, in many cases, parents are not showing enough interest to participate in the health 
education continuum. Therefore, the topic must be discussed with parents. Teachers must regularly 
provide information about healthy food and active living to parents and use the support of the most 
proactive parents in the class to boost the interest among other parents. 

Therefore, it is obvious that the teachers’ personal interest in a healthy lifestyle and demonstra-
tion of an example of positive health behaviour will contribute to an easier community involvement 
and, thus, healthier learning environment. 
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1.7 FINAL SELF-EVALUATION QUESTIONS TO HELP FIX UNDERSTANDING 
OF TOPICS IN CHAPTER ONE

• Which part of the PROBLEM – SOLUTION chain COACHING is addressing?

• What is so different about Socratic questioning?

• What are the conditions which lead to resistant or defensive behaviors of students in a class?

• Why is it important to be aware of the reasons of other people’s feelings? How this can help 
to create trust?

• What might be a solution to help students who do not know why they would need to learn?

• Which conditions lead to successful and unsuccessful direct (instructional) feed-back?

SUPPORTING  VIDEO

You may find the answers to the questions in the provided video                        

Answers to questions to finalize chapter one.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPW-bVtrCMs&feature=youtu.be
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2nd CHAPTER 

MINDFULNESS TECHNICS FOR TEACHERS AND CLASS

To cope with and prevent stress and emotional overloads.

2.1 HOW MINDFULNESS WORKS AND WHY IT’S APPLICABLE IN SCHOOLS

Mindfulness is an opposite to “Mind is FULL”. When our mind is full – our thoughts or senses take 
a vast of our attention and create a big noise in our head (in case of overthinking) or in a body (if 
for instance the pain or hunger appears). In such a condition concentration on tasks, hearing and 
learning is particularly poor. One’s somebody tries to bring us back and requires concentration our 
frustration grows exponentially and creates bigger noise which finally may transform into anxiety, 
stress and push us to resistant or defensive behaviors.

However, mindfulness does not mean an empty mind, or mind without thoughts. 

Mindfulness helps prevent overthinking or oversensing to balance the working modes (thinking 
mode and sensing mode) of a mind and help keep attention and control attention. 

 
Graphic 7. Two modes of mind 

The Graphic No. 7 explains two mind working modes in a human.

HOW OVERTHINKING AND OVERSENSING APPEARS?

It’s because of our safety instincts which came from the very old times when human had to be 
always beware of danger coming from wild animals and/or nature and learn how to avoid it. 

Conceptual

Comparing
Planing

Analysing
Goal-setting

Remembering

Thinking

Sensing

Seeing     Tasting     Touching     Hearing     Smelling
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Our brain, the mind used to pay attention to the source of danger and plan overcoming strate-
gies. Nowadays our mind still devotes a biggest part of its attention to potential threats, trying to 
preserve negative circumstances and consequences. 

Even if the present body or mind state is calm and satisfying a small thing, like an accidental look 
of another person to us, or text messages, a heard word may catch attention of a mind which will do 
its job in analyzing, judging, evaluating, forecasting leading to snowball effect and making our mind 
full of alarming noise. The same with pain, hunger or other stronger senses which may appear.

So, mindfulness is our ability to use attention. It’s a kind of training for brain muscle to lift our 
focus of attention – from potential danger to current event, to a moment of now. 

WHY NOW? 

Because human is in even bigger potential danger if he or she is not aware of what is happening 
in a current moment, current place. An example is driving a car. If your focus of thinking is out for 
planning your day and you drive in brain autopilot mode, the time to act correctly in a real danger 
situation on the road may not be enough to avoid accident. 

So, using mindfulness we ask our brain to continue guarding us, but in a way of learning from 
what is happening now, and not paying attention to past events or possible future.

WHAT DOES IT GIVE? 

Pure concentration on things happening, less heat on the brain, less energy spent on thinking or 
feeling, less information missing, calmer state, better health state, less stress, less fatigue, less anx-
iety, higher satisfaction about the present.

 
HOW TO DO IT?

Mindfulness is a conscious purposeful action which is needed to be trained. It does not require a 
special environment, clothes or time, but it requires our attention, wherever we would be, whatever 
we would do. 

WHY IN SCHOOLS?

If you google ’mindfulness’ you will notice that it is already evidence-based technique used in 
schools of the UK and US. 

In this methodology we are not about proving it’s needed, but about explaining why and how. 

And it’s simple – attention of students is a key element of successful learning. It is as well a tool to 
prevent anxiety and miscommunication at class. 

Conscious using of attention is a very important LIFE-SKILL, which is helping to stay effective, raise 
awareness, stay creative and take care of your physical and mental health.
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“SOCRATIC QUESTIONING” TOOL TO RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT THE TOPIC 
(to achieve best results, please write answers on the paper)

 
            0               10 
                   

 

• Please mark the value of your ability to control your attention point?  “0”’ mark means most 
of things you do in autopilot mode, “10” you are always conscious about what are you doing 
and why.

• How would you describe the mark, why this particular mark is given?

• Why not one mark lower?

• Why not one mark higher?

• Which mark would you expect to have?

• How will you understand that you are improving, what will be the signs the mark is getting 
higher?

• How your students will understand that you are mindful?

• What would be the small step forward for you?

• When are you going to do it?

• Pick the person you could share now your intention with to make the before named small step 
and the time you are going to start. Ask him or her to be your mirror, a reminder and evaluator.

• What shall you do, that this person shall give you great feed-back at the end?

• Which benefits can you see in the exercise after you finished it?

SUPPORTING  VIDEO

Please follow the link to watch supporting video of the topic.               

Why mindfulness?

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4huwzSz3qrs&feature=youtu.be
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2.2 MINDFULNESS FOR TEACHERS

Teachers need to have understood mindfulness personally – from the inside – before they can be 
expected to use it well and safely to young people.

There are many ways to practice mindfulness depending on the time of the day and time resour-
ces, environment and level of stress or anxiety.

This paper will not prepare you to become a mindfulness practitioner – a longer time and training 
– individual or with certified trainer - would be needed for that. But it will surely explain the benefits 
of this unique technique and let try some elements of it, which can be applicable in a daily life and 
help achieve better results in a class.

  
 
MINDFULNESS IS ABOUT HOW TO STOP THINKING ABOUT A LOT AT THE SAME TIME AND 

FOCUS ON WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT – THE NOW. 

  
This simple exercise will help to experience that process.

EXERCISE 

You will need 3-4 minutes to proceed. Stand, sit or lie comfortably. 

Turn your attention on your whole body. Scan it with your inner view. Try do feel each major part 
separately. This should not take long time, just an overview. If you are sitting, try to feel the place 
your body touches the surface on which you are sitting. How does it feel like – cold? Warm? Hard? 
Soft? 

If you are standing or sitting, try to feel your feet touching the floor - how your feet is feeling 
there? Is it comfortable in the shoes? How each toe is filling? What does it say? 

Fix your attention on the breathing. Try to identify main sections of this procedure – inhale, the 
breast or bally is rising, air is filling the chest, exhale – the breast or bally is coming down, air is com-
ing out of your nose or mouth. Put your hand on the bally and feel with it how it goes up together 
with your bally when you inhale and comes downs when you exhale. 

Try to measure temperature coming in through your nose and then measure the warmness of the 
air coming out through your mouth. You feel it with the edges of your nose and with your lips. 

Finish the exercise when you are ready.
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DO THE REFLECTION ABOUT THE EXERCISE. 

Reflection would be more effective if you would do it with another person, who is not practicing 
in mindfulness.

  
1. What have you noticed most during the exercise?

2. How would you describe your mind’s work?

3. How would you define changes in your body state during the exercise?

4. How you succeeded to stop thinking about anything else but the body parts or breathing or 
temperature?

5. What obstacles you have noticed?

6. What disturbed your mind most?

7. Would you like to practice it again? Why?

You can choose another way of training your attention. 
Please look on to another exercise proposal. 
  

 
EXERCISE 

MINDFUL EATING
  
 Eating with mindful attention may seem simple, but it can be quite a challenge. Try to get the 

whole family to eat one attentive mouthful without comments such as “Ugh,” “Yummy,” “We eat this 
all the time,” or “I don’t like this.” It can be a surprising experience. Discuss what you smell, notice, 
taste, and feel in your mouth when you take a mindful bite, hold it in your mouth for a moment, and 
swallow.

Take a bite and note the following:

• What do you really taste once you stop thinking about the food’s being either tasty or nasty? 
(Remember, these are just thoughts.)

• Do you have a salty, sweet, or bitter taste in your mouth? Or a mixture of all three?

• Does it feel hard or soft in your mouth? Rough or smooth?

• What is happening in your mouth while you are eating? What do you experience? Can you 
feel your mouth watering? What is your tongue doing? What happens when you swallow? And 
when do you lose track of your mouthful? 
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No matter which objects you choose to pay your attention to – breathing, fingers, lips, your food, 
your stomach, the surface you sit on, the light or sound, the color or form of it, the word or face de-
tails of your reflection in the mirror. The main challenge you will face - other sources of destruction 
will be trying to steal your attention. 

This process is very visible while our bedtime at night. When we go to bed, the thinking process is 
really heard loudly in our head. Thoughts are jumping from one to another at a very high frequency. 
From one point we understand we need to sleep. From another side we feel temptation to think over 
the situations passed through the day – mostly negative ones, as if we would have a hope to fix them. 
We do also allow our mind to think about tomorrow, plan, forecast, prepare. All these puts the mind 
on a very quick rotation, the wheel we hardly can stop. So finally, we get frustrated and start to feel 
bad because the time devoted to sleep is passing and we feel it’s hard to get sleep tonight.

• What do you usually to when you are hard to get sleep?

• Is it similar to mindfulness?

• Would you try body scanning and breathing exercise before your get sleep?

For self-awareness about the topic we recommend to repeatedly use the Socratic questioning tool 
about your mindfulness usage and understating presented at the end of the first topic of chapter 2. 
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2.3  MINDFULNESS FOR STUDENTS
Surely you wonder how mindfulness may be applied to a daily curriculum. Applications are more 

likely to be the same for youngsters and the adults. But we can choose more playful ways of deliver-
ing attention training activities when it comes to children, kids or teens.

Before you decide to try it in your class, be sure you know, why are you doing that. What is the 
purpose of this and what outcomes are you trying to achieve at the end of the day.

For some students at the beginning it may seem weird and uncomfortable to close their eyes and 
do something when everybody else is watching as they think. 

That is why the instructions and agreements are needed.

This paper shall encourage you to try using the elements of the technique and learn how to im-
prove it. In the paper IO2 – digital tools supporting mindfulness activities will be offered. So, you will 
feel more comfortable.

For the start we suggest to concentrate on the very simple elements of mindfulness practice. 
Please use those practices at class, which you already have tested by yourself alone or with the fam-
ily and you are confident with them.

Most importantly, if you want to achieve certain change  - whatever you might want to, like im-
proving concentration during the class, or make the emotional climate warmer, or prevent stress 
during or between the classes – you must perform exercises continuously – every day. Firstly, by 
yourself. Secondly – together with students.

For best experiences we advise to include mindfulness exercises into formal curricular and start 
and/or end your lessons with simple attention to breathing or body scanning exercises, which are 
clearly described previously (please find the link to the page with the exercise). 

Students will like it, especially during the math, language, physics, geography or any other hard 
subject. Because it will create a different experience for them, make fun, something that is out of 
common rules they are got used to. It shall help to release tension created by seriousness before the 
class and remind them to be mindful even when the class is over – which might help to get better rest 
during the break and prevent negative behaviors. 

For those teachers who might experience difficulties in insertion of the kind of informal activity 
into regular lesson, we advise to use part of a break or subjects related to health and/or other life-
skill development.

Please find several playful exercises to develop skills of mindfulness for students.
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THE SOUND OF A BELL

You might use regular school bell to practice the exercise. But, it’s better to use your own small 
bell, the real one which you can use not only at the beginning of the lesson or at its end, but in the 
between. 

You agree with students, that when you raise the bell (not ringing) they become quiet and you 
play a short game. Describe them that when you ring the bell the sound lasts for certain period of 
time. The game is to catch the end of that sound. Students are asked to close their eyes and concen-
trate on the sound of your bell, waiting till its end. Tell them to raise their hands when they think the 
sound stops. You will observe that hands will be raised in a very different time. You can do it again, 
to demonstrate how really long the sound is. The more quiet the class is, the more sound is available 
to hear. 

This game may last only 1 or 2 minutes, but it is recommended to replay it twice or even three 
times during the lesson. It is useful especially when students are in a hot discussion, there is too 
much noise in the class, they come to the lesson tired.

Make some variations, involving each day at least one student, to be the ringing person. You may 
allow them to use their smartphones to play some simple sound that other would have to listen to.

 
THE ATTENTION OF A FROG

A frog is a remarkable creature. It is capable of enormous leaps, but it can also sit very, very still. 
Although it is aware of everything that happens in and around it, the frog tends not to react right 
away. The frog sits still and breathes, preserving its energy instead of getting carried away by all the 
ideas that keep popping into its head. The frog sits still, very still, while it breathes. Its frog tummy 
rises a bit and falls again. It rises and falls.

“Anything a frog can do, you can do too. All you need is mindful attention. Attention to the 
breath. Attention and peace and quiet.”

TWO RAISINS

Ask students to close their eyes and hold up their hands so that you could give them something 
and call it - two small things that every human is familiar with. Put two raisins in the hands of each 
student. Students are not allowed to watch. But even if they look and recognize, it will not spoil the 
exercise. By the way, you can transform the rules and ask them to look, but at the same time to pre-
tend that they are from Mars and do not know what the raisins are. It’s a space for your creativity 
and decision upon the age and social environment at class.

As soon as they feel something in their hands, ask them, what do they smell. Ask them to put it 
near their ears and hear the sound when they squeeze it. Ask them to name the sound and compare 
it to any other thing. Then ask them to put it in their mouth, between their teeth, and to really taste it 
with their tongue and then bite it. Ask them to describe the feeling (either with their closed or open 

EXERCISE
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eyes). When you finish, devote some time for group reflection to let each student share his thoughts 
and feelings. Please moderate reflection session to the direction of the outcomes you are searching 
for.

Ask them what about other thoughts than about the raisin’s student have had in their mind during 
the exercise. Pay their attention to how mind works and how exercise may stop thinking. Compare 
it to common computer processor, which may need to chill when they play too much video games. 
Ask them, how they succeeded to chill now their brains during this game of raisin? Ask them, how are 
they going to use that in their daily life.

SUPPORTING  VIDEO

Please follow the link to watch supporting video of the topic.               

How to explain students about mindfulness?

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhYoJhEJEUo&feature=youtu.be
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2.4 PHYSICAL EXERCISES FOR STRESS REDUCTION DURING OR 
BETWEEN CLASSES

Physical and social-emotional body states are closely related. The poorer emotional state is, the 
worse body functions work. Even moderate level 10 mins physical activity may recharge ability to 
concentrate, help release or prevent negative emotions, cool down the brain.

In many schools’ students are not physically active both during the lessons and the breaks too. 
When they come to school after insufficient sleep, they can hardly start learning. The next 5-8 hours 
they spend their time at school passively. In many cases higher grades student tend to skip their 
sports lessons too.

All these lead to reduction in student’s functionality, effectiveness, makes their health poorer, 
supports and fuels frustrations, anxiety, and bad behavior.

One of the best solutions include insertion of elements of physical activity into formal curricular, 
lessons of different subjects. The most simple example of it – the math, or physics, or chemistry and 
any other hard subject lesson to happen outside on the street, park or wherever, not sitting – but 
walking and executing certain tasks which may help to learn subject in another way.

However, in many schools it may seem not possible due to strict lesson plans and school rules. 

In such cases we propose to grab 1-4 minutes from the lesson and organize some fun activity be-
fore, during or at the end of lesson or during the breaks (if the lessons are strictly structured).

The proposed activities combined with previously described mindfulness exercises may work 
even better together and help fix certain failures of social-emotional and behavioral character in the 
class.

GIVE ME YOUR OWN HANDSHAKE – kind of tradition, teacher may establish when students enter 
the class or leave it after the lesson. 

This exercise works both as fun physical activity and establish-
ments of tighter relationships between teacher and the students.

You will need to spend some longer time first to learn each stu-
dent’s particular way they give you a handshake. Ones you learn it – 
you will need to practice it every day with the same class.

 The following  video gives a best example of how it 
works. 

PASS THE BALL (OR ANY OTHER THING) – students sit or stand 
in a circle on in pairs next to each other. Teacher controls the music 
sound. While music plays, students continue passing the ball to each 
other (you may think of different ways for passing). When the music 
stops – the one who has a ball gets a task to perform some physical 
exercise, for instance squatting. The best time to create and hold the 
fun of this game – 3 mins. Ask students to offer other related types of 
activities for next day when this one gives no more fun.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0jgcyfC2r8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0jgcyfC2r8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0jgcyfC2r8
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SIMPLE STRETCHING – don’t forget these classics. It worth per-
forming during the lesson, for instance before some tests, and make 
fun of it, because students will start laughing anyway, so will fuel bet-
ter mood. You may also ask students to move their feet (even sitting), 
legs, knees, fingers and massage their nose, ears and eye brows. DO 
IT TOGETHER WITH THEM, they will certainly like it.

JUST DANCE – louder and longer activity, which will require at least 
4-5 mins. Best for breaks. You will need multimedia and internet con-
nection. Use words “just dance” in search box of the Youtube and let 
students choose which dance they will watch and perform together 
with characters of the video. 

This short  video explains it all. For best experience 
and results please DANCE TOGETHER WITH YOUR STUDENTS.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_mPetlUoeI&feature=youtu.be
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2.5 IMPROVING EATING BEHAVIOR TO BOOST COGNITIVE ABILITIES

READING FOOD LABELS

Healthy choice is first – understanding what the food you are going to it is made of and what im-
pact it will do to your body. There is a plenty of open sources on the internet explaining the meaning 
of information given in food labels. Please use any search engine to find and study basics. However, 
when it comes to store and buying of products, it is often difficult to understand which one is better, 
healthier and why. This article is designed to give very simple, short but meaningful knowledge and 
practical advice on how to choose different products using information, given in the label.

Reading labels of food made of grains (very simple view on how to choose grain products)

It all starts with understanding of how the grain looks like and what it brings to our body. Please 
find the Graphic No. 8 below to study the simple structure of the grain.

Graphic 8.  Structure of the grain (the source 
  http://www.aljanh.net/grain-spikelets-wallpapers/1397338387.html)

It is obvious, that all parts of the grain are useful and have meaningful impact in terms of nu-
tritional value. Many products like bread for instance, are made of processed grains – flour. Today, 
many people still believe, that all what is made from flour has to many calories and must be avoided 
as unhealthy. It is a myth, which is busted, because according the Worlds Health Organization carbo-
hydrates (which make the biggest part of the flour) must be the main source of energy and make 55-
65 % of the daily meal of a human. It’s clear therefore, that quitting flour is not a way to be healthier. 
The main attention must be payed to the quality of flour, meaning the fullness of the grain used to 
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produce the flour – how grain was processed before grinding. Most of cakes, bread rolls, muffins and 
biscuits and pasta are made using “white” flour. Its is made from grains containing too little or no 
bran (please look at the picture No. 6 above). Bran brings very important nutrients. Most important 
is fiber, vitamins and minerals. Fiber is the one, which does not allow carbohydrates to be absorbed 
to the blood too quickly. Fiber reduces the speed of this process, preventing the body from insulin 
spikes. Fiber makes quick carbohydrates into slow ones.

So, here is the point. Healthy carbohydrates are the ones not harming our endocrine system, the 
ones which are absorbed slowly. Unhealthy ones are quickly absorbed. So, healthy flour is the one 
made of the whole grain (containing whole or big enough amount of bran with fiber).

Unfortunately, bakers rarely use whole grain flour to produce biscuits and other temptation-like 
products. Because whole grain flour makes it hard, darker and not easy to digest.

How to use information in the label to get understanding if grain product is healthy enough? 
Search for two parameters to match: amount of fiber in grams in 100 g of the product (nor in a serv-
ing or portion, but in 100 g), and amount of sugar in grams in 100 g of the product.

It will be easier if you will remember 5 fingers rule. The rule says – if grain product label shows 
not less than 5 g of fiber in 100 g of the product and not more than 5 g sugar in 100 g – it’s a healthy 
choice. This choice will help you consume better products made of flour, because the bran of the 
grain is there, at least the biggest part of it.

If the label does not show fiber (and you are sure you are studying grain product), it is recom-
mended to skip the product and search for alternative containing needed information.

Calories and fats in grain products do not make any larger sense to study and consider in terms 
of general usage of this kind of food (bread, flour, groats) and applied to humans not having any dis-
ease related to disfunction of pancreas (like diabetes) or liver (dyslipidemia). In case of the disease in 
place, the above recommendations must be aligned with specific diet first.

READING LABELS OF FOOD MADE OF MILK

In terms of nutritional value fresh milk and fermented milk products are a good source or animal 
protein, calcium and good bacteria (only valid for fermented milk products). However, very often in 
production of milk manufactures use a lot of added sugar in a form of jam, syrup etc. Therefore, 
calories and fats shall not be of primary worry while consuming milk product, unless body has any 
diseases mentioned above. Amount of added sugar must be considered first.

Simply check how much sugar is in 100 g or ml or the product. All milk products (except those 
without lactose) contain natural sugar (not added) – lactose. In milk, yogurt, kefir lactose makes 2-5 
g/100 g of the product. It is an acceptable amount and should be considered as healthy choice. How-
ever, if the label shows more than 5 g of sugar per 100 g of the product, it means there is added sug-
ar and it is recommended to skip the choice.   Please read more about harmful impact of exceeded 
sugar in the next menu item “Consumption of sugar”.

CONSUMPTION OF SUGAR

Sugar topic is very known. You can get a lot info about harmful impact of it. Nevertheless, very 
little amount of people know what sugar is and how it is processed in our bodies. 
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This article will help you to obtain very new, but simple attitude to all foods, especially those hav-
ing added sugar.

Sugar is made from all healthy and unhealthy carbohydrates

This statement is very important to understand from the very beginning. Usually we call sugar 
the sweetness which is given to the products by added processed sugar of natural, like lactose and 
fructose.

We used to think as well, that sugar is something very much needed to our brains to function, 
especially when minds have to work very hard (during learning, thinking, making science etc.). But let 
us check what sugar is and how it is processed in the body.

Sugar is made of two molecules – glucose and fructose. Fructose is a natural sugar, which is found 
in fruits and veggies. Glucose – you know, is something which is regularly (we hope) checked in hu-
man’s blood during the health prophylactics. So, glucose is something regular in our blood. Blood 
must contain glucose, because it is a fuel for cells. By the way, fuel for all cells of the body, not only 
the brain.

You know, we usually call glucose in blood – a sugar. If glucose has to be present, means sugar has 
to be present in the blood – why then everybody says sugar is harmful?

Let’s find out, how glucose appears in the blood. It is very important to understand, that blood 
sugar level is not a level of the sugar consumed with fruits, sweet beverages, deserts or alcohol. 
Glucose is made from all carbohydrates we consume. All carbohydrates, no matter if healthy ones 
or not, no matter if they come from added sugar, natural sugar, vegetables, corns, wholegrains etc – 
are tuned into glucose in the blood.  Later, glucose is absorbed by the cells and energy is produced 
in cells like fuel.

WHICH CARBOHYDRATES ARE HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY?

We know now, that all carbs (carbohydrates) turn into sugar in our blood. How to know, which one 
will help our body with energy, and which one will fuel cells but will damage them too?

It’s all about the way carbohydrates are processed in our body. The higher amount of carbs and 
the  quicker they are turned  into glucose in our blood, the more unhealthier carbs are.

From the article about reading the labels, you could find out, that fiber of grains helps to slow 
down processing of sugar in the food made of grains. The same happens when we consume vegeta-
bles and whole fruits, which are high enough in fiber.

HOW SUGAR IS PROCESSED IN THE BODY?

Carbohydrates turn into glucose in the blood. As soon as we consume various food containing 
carbs, depending of their type and food which comes together, for instance food with fiber, fats and 
proteins – carbs are more quickly or more slowly are processed and fill the blood with glucose.

Please look at the Graphic No. 9 to demonstrate bodies rection on different carbs from the vari-
ous good. The green lines show limits of the norm of sugar (glucose) in the blood. Obviously, it can’t 
be 0, but it shall not exceed some upper level too (upper norms may vary).

When processed sugar is consumed with sugary food and drinks, it fills up blood with high amount 
of glucose in a very short time – the red peak in the picture. The body answer is always a production 
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of hormone insulin (produced by pancreas) which has its primary role to help cells consume glucose.

Insulin helps lower glucose levels in the blood. The process may be compared to a fire in the place. 
The fire is very high glucose level. Because high glucose levels mean very dense blood (sweet blood), 
which struggles to move in our vessels – the higher density the more difficult transportation of blood 
is. Insulin lowers the levels of the glucose and blood density returns to normal.  The more insulin is 
produced – the quicker process of cell sugar consumption is, the quicker glucose level is lowered.

 However, it does not mean, that high insulin level is healthy. Higher than needed insulin levels in 
the blood arise inflammations in the cells of vessels and makes our blood system suffer. When too 
much sugar consumed (red peak), and too much insulin is produced, it lowers the glucose level in the 
blood to the level below norms in 20-30 mins. That is why sweets will never bring a feeling of satiety. 
Lower than normal glucose level means cells are hungry, they lack fuel. So the body starts feeling 
unsatisfied and need to refuel. 

Graphic 9. Blood sugar reponse (the source https://www.gestationaldiabetes.co.uk/spike/)

If you look at the yellow peak in the same picture, you will find that body reacts in a very similar 
way as in the case of sugar (red peak) to processed not whole grain products.

The blue line demonstrates recommended food to assure that glucose levels in the blood would 
stay in norm, the body would not be in lack of fuel, satiety would last longer.
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CHALLENGE
A TOOL TO LEARN ABOUT HEALTHIER

FOOD CHOICE
SHARE MENU

Preparations

Both available to implement on and off-line. When on-line – pictures of the menus are shared by 
each member in a private chat or any other social media group. When off-line – participants bring 
their choice to class and it’s being discussed by all participants in groups or generally by all class.  

Purpose of use

Helps students and teachers to start observing his or her eating choice, to get peers’ offers and 
ideas for different food, to see good and bad examples, learn about better choice, become interest-
ed in changes of one’s own eating behaviour.

How to implement

A private chat or group is created to enable group member do posts in it. Each member is obliged 
to take pictures of the food he takes during the whole day.  He or she must make one post in a day, 
at the end of the day, for instance until 9 p.m. The pictures may be analyzed by experienced nutri-
tionists if available or any volunteer who would me deeper acquainted with basic rules of healthier 
choice. It can be teacher as well, who would use information on this page in the “Shaping thoughts” 
section, “Healthy eating” menu item. There may be several moderators chosen to implement evalu-
ation of the peer’s food or all participants divided into payers and take care of a pair friend.

Evaluation criteria may vary and be related to labels (nutrition value), esthetics, amount of sugar 
in the food. There may be scores and prizes established to stimulate better interest to participate. 
There must be rules created and announced to prevent cheating and sharing fake pictures.

CHALLENGE
A TOOL TO LEARN ABOUT HEALTHIER FOOD CHOICE

UNDERSTANDING FOOD LABELS

Preparations

Activity may be organized using digital presentation or bringing real food to learn about its labels. 
Teacher must be acquainted with basics of nutritional value reading from food labels and know, 
which choice is better and why. Please use information presented on this page in the menu section 
“Shaping thoughts” “Healthy eating” menu item.

Purpose of use

Helps students and teachers to start observing his or her eating choice, to get peers’ offers and 
ideas for different food, to see good and bad examples, learn about better choice, become interest-
ed in changes of one’s own eating behaviour.

How to implement

In case of digital presentations, students may be asked to prepare presentations about food la-
bels and a discussion shall follow. Students may be asked as well to bring food they used to have at 
home or just a package with label. Discussion about nutrition value and healthier choice has to take 
place.
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CHALLENGE
A TOOL TO LEARN ABOUT HEALTHIER

FOOD CHOICE

SUGAR CHALLENGE

Preparations

Works in a best way if real packages of food are used: soft drinks, confectionary, chocolate bars, 
protein bars. Additionally, simple sugar cubes are needed. Usually it’s enough to have 1-2 kilograms 
of sugar cubes to implement the exercise. Teacher must be acquainted with basics of nutritional 
value reading from food labels and know, which choice is better and why. Please use information 
presented on this page in the menu section “Shaping thoughts” “Healthy eating” menu item.

Purpose of use

Helps students and teachers to start observing his or her eating choice, to get peers’ offers and 
ideas for different food, to see good and bad examples, learn about better choice, become interest-
ed in changes of one’s own eating behaviour.

How to implement

Students are divided into groups of 4-5 persons. Each of the person has brought with him cer-
tain food package. Groups are supplied with some amount of sugar cubes. Certain time limit has 
to be set, for instance – 10 mins. Teacher devotes some time to discuss how general amount of 
sugar is calculated using label information and other information sources on the package. Teacher 
has to assure that each group has equal number 
of packages on their tables. When the start is 
given, groups begin calculating total amount of 
sugar cubes in each package and building sugar 
blocks from exact amount of sugar cubes next 
to each package. The group wins if it finishes the 
exercise first and the number of sugar cubes 
is correct. Teacher has to be the one to assure 
control. Smart phones are recommended to use 
to proceed calculations. Please find the pictures 
No. 5 demonstrating the example of the results 
of such exercise.
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2.6 FINAL SELF-EVALUATION QUESTIONS TO HELP FIX UNDERSTANDING 
OF TOPICS IN CHAPTER TWO

• How would you describe the main reasons our mind is becoming FULL?

• What is the main challenge if you want to concentrate?

• How would you describe to students the meaning of mindfulness?

• How mindful eating may contribute to better day at school?

• How would you describe a link between physical activity and student’s behavior?

• Which is a key element of successful integration of mindfulness and physical exercises into 
your curricular?

SUPPORTING  VIDEO

You may find the answers to the questions in the provided video  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kz16OPJAF1A&feature=youtu.be
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3nd CHAPTER 

PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT 
OF CONFLICTS IN THE CLASS

3.1 ACTIVE LISTENING AS A KEY TO PREVENT CONFLICTS

Dear Teacher or educator. If you went deeper with reading, understanding and practicing applica-
tions of coaching and mindfulness in teaching, presented earlier in this paper, you might got better 
understanding of the reasons of conflicts that happen in your classes. And maybe, as well, you have 
already got a clue about how those applications may help you prevent conflicts.

Active listening is one of the major skills of good coaching practice and being mindful while listen-
ing as well. Therefore, it is worth being highlighted separately to become a firm base for prevention 
of any kind of miscommunication issues. 

 

 

• Which level mostly represents your daily conversations’ routine with colleagues, family, stu-
dents? 

• Would you mind asking them about that?

• When do you feel that you are well heard by others?

The other person speaks, we don’t listen and we are simply waiting for 
pause and our turn to speak. Most often we are in this level being in 
conflict situation, frustrated, anxious.

Not listening

Marginal 
listening

Judgemental
listening

Active 
listening

LE
VE

LS
 O

F 
LI

ST
EN

IN
G

We see the talking person from the inner side, what’s behind his said 
word. We are involved into conversation, we feel the person.  It is a 
high level of listening, which helps to establish tight relationship.

While listening we think about ourselves. For instance – our colleague is 
telling how was his first day at new job. We think about ourselves, how 
would we feel in the same situation or about our similar experience. 
So, while thinking, we miss many things told by the talking person.

We hear what other person is telling us, we start to judge the given 
information even if the person hasn’t finished his speech, we evaluate 
it from the scope of our experience and we are preparing our speech 
to give some good advises about the topic.
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WHAT COULD BE HIGHER LEVEL OF LISTENING THAN THE ACTIVE ONE?

 Graphic 10. Four ears of information to hear

IF PERSON MANAGES TO LISTEN WITH ALL 4 EARS, 
HE DEMONSTRATES THE HIGHEST LISTENING LEVEL – INTUITIVE LEVEL

 A TOOL
TO HELP REACH INTUITIVE LISTENING LEVEL

WHITE PAPER TOOL

White paper means refusal of all your prejudgments about the person you speak to, like his abil-
ities, skills, opinion, way of thinking, previous experience in the topic, failures and even wins when 
you listen to him!!!

Surely, it’s the biggest challenge – but it’s the only way to win his/her respect and have an impact 
on! Please note, in many cases people think they may win respect of the audience by demonstrating 
how skillful they are, or how many successful experience, power and knowledge they have. Unfortu-
nately it doesn’t work.

If you feel bad about the statement or get counter reactions – just do again the exercise, called 
„My best teacher of life” given in this paper at the end of section one of first chapter. And please think 
of him/her from the point of how he/she listened to you – was it a white paper state he/she was at 
that time in?

Concentration on the
 CONTENT 

of the speech – you grasp 
every detail and can 

repeat the whole story

Concentration on the
 EMOTION 

of the speech – you 
understand how person 
actually feels speaking

Concentration on your
 OWN EMOTIONS

 while you listen – ability 
to listen to another person 
and identify, what you as a 

listener feel about that

Understanding of the 
speaking person’s 
INTENTIONS and 
EXPECTATIONS 

towards me
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“SOCRATIC QUESTIONING” TOOL TO RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT THE TOPIC 
(to achieve best results, please write answers on the paper)

 
            0               10 
                   
 

• Please mark from 0 to 10 how close is the statement that you are highest level listener of your 
students – you may pick certain tough situations or think of general case? 

• How would you describe the mark, why this particular mark is given?

• Why not one mark lower?

• Why not one mark higher?

• Which mark would you expect to have?

• How will you understand that you are improving, what will be the signs the mark is getting 
higher?

• How your students will understand that you are intuitive listener?

• What would be the small step forward for you?

• When are you going to do it?

• Pick the person you could share now your intention with to make the before named small step 
and the time you are going to start. Ask him or her to be your mirror, a reminder and evaluator.

• What shall you do, that this person shall give you great feed-back at the end?

• Which benefits can you see in the exercise after you finished it?

SUPPORTING  VIDEO

Please follow the link to watch supporting video of the topic             

Active listening
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nsedpwcaxc0&feature=youtu.be
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3.2 2+1 EFFECTIVE CONFLICT RESOLUTION STRATEGIES IN THE 
CLASSROOM

There are no positive or negative meanings of the conflicts – in all cases they serve as a source of 
experience and learning.

Good point is to accept conflicts happening as a natural occurrence and manifestation of human 
emotions.

There is no anybody’s fault, neither teacher’s, nor any of the students’ who are in the conflict. 

No, fault – no reason to struggle and decide, what is fair and not (with the exception of cases of 
violence of course).

Such an attitude helps first to apply the previously proposed “white paper” strategy. 

It’s not a true strategy to manage the conflict. It is more a bridge to management of conflicts. So 
we call it +1 strategy, as it is an important component of the two following management strategies. 

3.2.1 STRATEGY 1 - TEACHER AS TALKING MIRROR

Mirror reflection of each student’s action

Teacher being a “white paper” devotes his attention to what each part of the conflict wants to say 
by arguing or yelling, or bullying, and etc. 

Teacher has to decide whose intentions he will reflect first. Most probably he shall choose the 
stronger part, which is taking most energetic actions.

Try to be calm and just without any judgement, without provision of your personal view speak to 
the stronger and more active part of the conflict, just putting his or her action into words – “Thomas, 
you are disappointed and yelling on Laura, because you would like her to know, that you feel bad 
about her refusal to help you with the task. You are yelling because you would like her to feel bad too. 
It seems she already understood your feelings and she is not happy with situation too.”

Please notice – teacher’s sentences do not contain “I” – his personal opinion. The voice of the 
teacher and intonation must not be highlighted or pushed to express his own opinion too.

In most cases such action from the teacher helps the parts of the conflict to go much down with 
the hot temperature and become able to understand each other through the teacher, without a risk 
being negatively treated by the teacher as bad person because of inappropriate behavior.

3.2.2 STRATEGY 2 – SOLUTION FOCUSED COACHING

A mix of application of Socratic questioning and mirror reflection strategies

In many cases, when conflicts occur at school, teachers simply express their negative attitude to 
what is happening and ask to stop, because it’s not good to be in a conflict, or because it’s time for 
the lesson, or school is not a proper place, or the reason of a conflict is too small to pay attention to. 

All mentioned do not resolve the conflict, but break the wave, which will grow back again, and the 
parts will do their best to avoid teacher seeing it again. 
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One of the most effective alternatives is related to help parts to find solutions. Solution focused 
coaching again requires “white paper” and turning off personal teacher’s experience about the ob-
ject of the conflict and about each part of it. 

The teacher’s first reaction on the conflict has to be a question “May I help to find a solution?” Of 
course, there is always a risk, that being affected by negative emotions the parts may simply stop 
and separate, stay in silence or just answer “NO”.

If this happens – teacher has to continue offering his help and try to agree a time with both parts 
for conversation, after the lesson for instance. The parts have to be sure that conversation offered 
by the teacher does not mean critics about their behavior. 

Important rule of the solution focused strategy is to avoid discussing the reasons of the conflict. 
The teacher is a provider of questions to help parts find answers, without any advice from the side 
of the teacher. 

The questions provided have to be selected by the teacher basing on his intuition and empathy 
skills. 

“How much out of 10 are you, Thomas, satisfied with the current situation?” 

“What would help you to find solution?”

“Which obstacles interrupt the peace?”  

“What would be the first step forward?”

“How do you see the way to improve the current situation?”

Please notice, the questions proposed are all of the type “open”. There are no answers “YES” or 
“NO”, which prevent parts to feel pushed to answer in a way teacher might expect them to. 

“WHY” type questions are also recommended to avoid, as this type almost always puts people in 
a MUST DEFEND situation, as WHY means some kind of guilt, which you have to explain.

There is no gold list of super good questions. Questions must come from the teacher’s inside 
feeling. If teacher is a “white paper”, he writes his story about the situation from the scratch. So, he is 
very curious each time. The only judgement to appear is related to the control of the teacher himself 
to stay away of judgement.

Intuitive listening, positive feedbacking, ability to nonjudgmentally reflect to the parts of the 
conflict as a talking mirror, giving of open questions to help search for their own solutions and 
belief into ability of each student who is in conflict to resolve it him or herself - are the core ele-
ments of successful mediation in resolution of any kind of conflicts. 

And for sure – the best way to avoid conflicts – is to prevent them by devoting enough time to and 
cultivating of trustful, open and nonjudgmental communication environment in the class through 
collaboration and active listening.
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3.3 GROUP COLLABORATION TO STRENGTHEN GROUP RELATIONSHIP

There are many ways to bring students together for certain work in group with a purpose of 
lear ning, practicing, communication, creative collaboration. However, in most cases teachers apply 
group work only during off-curriculum, fun time and/or soft subjects.

Our recommendation is to try this in hard subjects. You will find in this paper a topic about chan-
ging the way the teaching process is being organized. 

It is related to transition of responsibility for learning outcomes to students. And it is about colla-
boration, when student learn subject by themselves and transit the knowledge to each other.

We recommend to include this type of group learning on the responsibility of the student from 
time to time, during your class and reflect how does it help to improve: the learning outcomes of the 
day, emotional climate, communication.
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3.4 FINAL SELF-EVALUATION QUESTIONS TO HELP FIX UNDERSTANDING 
OF TOPICS IN CHAPTER THREE

• Which level of listening is the most useful to resolve conflicts?

• How do you define “white paper” in terms of communication?

• Please explain how “Why” type question may spoil conflict resolutions?

• What relation teacher’s curiosity has with successful conflict management in class?

• Why group collaborative learning during hard subjects has more positive impact than when it 
is applied only in off-curriculum?

• How application of Socratic questioning may contribute to teacher’s ability to successfully re-
solve conflicts?

SUPPORTING  VIDEO

You may find the answers to the questions in the provided video  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HaI1pZI0L0&feature=youtu.be

